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The Cimarron Valley Has the Land, Climate and Water.
FIRST YEAR

"N&

Wanted

One Thousand Farmers

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JULY

NUMBER EIGHTEEN

1, 1908

EVERY ONE IS INVITED TO ATTEND THE

m 4TB.Iff J

11

NEXT DELEGATE TO CONGRESS
TO DELIVER ADDRESS ON 4TH
Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas, Will Deliver the Fourth of July
Preparation Has Been
Address in Cimarron Next Saturday-Eve- ry
Made and a Grand Time is Assured
'
nate." because with such short time
alit,
thought
makingplans,
was
for
most impossible to obtain a speaker
who would be a credit to Cimarron,
and the committee was anxious to
obtain nothing but the best.
In looking over the names of possible speakers, that of Hon, Chas. A.
Spiess was at once brought up and
made- ' forthwith, not
the 'selection
only,, because he is a man of great
affairs, a
in territorial
prominence
widely road ir.an,. and an eloquent

The committee on arrangements
and preparations for trie big. Fourth'
of July celebration which will be held
in Cimarron next Saturday,
here
have been most fortunate in obtaining Hon. Chas. A. Spiess of I.as
Vegas as the orator of the, day. Mr.
Spiess has just announced his candidacy as delegate to congress. The
committee were given' so little time
to pick on a speaker of note, that
"lucky" might be a better word to
use in this connection than '"tortu- -

-

CHESWORTH
'

GALLAGHER

J. E. Chesworth of this city, who
is to have charge of the erection of
the Colfax county building at the. International Irrigation congress which
will be held in the Duke City next
October, left Cimarron- - last Friday
morning bound toward the south.
He has gone to Albuquerque to make
the necessary preparations for the
beginning of the work of construc-

JACKSON
Wedding

Bells

Ring

Merrily for Popular
E-To- wn

TO
; ALBUQUERQUE

thereabout
tion, and expects to
It will not be long before
a week.
the active work is begun.
be

Couple

CHURCH MEMBERS MUST
NOT EVER DANCE AGAIN
The wedding of Mr. Thos. Jackson,
of Utc Park to Miss Hannah, daughter of Mrs. J. Gallagher of Moreno
Valley, was celebrated at St. Patrick's
Church, Elizabethtown, by the Rev.
Miss SaJoseph Pa jot of Springer.
rah Jackson, sister of the groom, was
bridesmaid and Mr., Win. Gallagher,
the bride's brother, attended the
groom..
The wedding breakfast was served
at the residence of Mrs. J. Gallagher
to the immediate families and relatives of the bride and groom. Those
present were Mrs. J. Gallagher, Miss
Maggie Gallagher, Mr. Wm. Gallagher, Mr. Maurice Galagher, Mr. and
Airs. Chas Gallagher, Master James
Gallagher, Miss Sarah Jackson, Mr.
and child,
and Mrs. Grant Shahan
The Rev. Joseph Fajot, Mr. and Mrs.
Manes Gallagher and family, Mr. and
Mrs. O. T. Niles and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Patrick Dugan, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Lowery and family, Miss Dugan, Miss Mamie Dugan, Miss Delia
Miss Viola
Lowery,
Dugan, Miss
Haddow, Mr. Patrick Gallagher, Mr.
James Gallagher, Mr. Owen Gallagher, Mr. Fhilip Duffy, Mr. Frank
Dugan, Mr. Joseph Phipps, Jr., Masters John and Wm. Haddow.
In the evening a ball was given to
their many friends at Garrick's Hall,
Elizabethtown. The attendance num-

Kittanning, Pa., June 30. A strict
by
ban has been placed on dancing
of
the First Baptist church here,
is
pastor
Calvin
S.
P.
Rev.
which the
resolution adopted declares
A
dancing to be injurious to the growth
of the Christian graces, and issues a
...nn,;n.r

tW

nnv member

of

the

continues to dance after
will be dropped front
admonition
due
,.i,,-,.i- ,

the church roll.
Tlio nrtlnn whs taken by the offi
cial board and indorsed by the con
gregation.

WILL MOVE
THEIR STORE
MISSES WRIGHT AND ROBER-SOWILL MOVE CONFECTIONERY STORE TO
NEW RILEY
BUILDING

The Misses Wright and Roberson,
who have been conducting a confectionery store and ice cream parlors
in the Matkin building, will move inbered nearly one hundred and the af- to the larger and more convenient
fair was truly enjoyable to all.
quarters afforded by the west half of
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson will make the new Riley building now in course
their home at the beautiful ranch on of construction.
Ute Creek. The best wishes of their
The new building is being rushed
many friends attend them.
through to completion as fast as, possible, and it will be ready for occuROY LANE INJURED.
pancy of the first floor in a few days.
The manv friends of Roy Lane The ifirm of Wright & Roberson wiil
the younger brother of John Lane of occupy the west half of the lower
this city, will be deeply grieved to floor of the building with a candy,
c...:.
...:lli enlearn that he was badly injured by a ice cream uim.i nuii siuic, uuJ
horse last week near Catskill. Young large their stock and handle a. few
'Lane was severely injured, just how additional lines when they get into
is not known, and was taken to Ra- their new quatrers. Mr. Henry Liv-ra- n
a
has hern announced in these
ton last Sunday in an unconseiuos I
condition.. As soon as the news columns before, will occupy the east
reached John Lane he at once went half of the ground floor of the buildto Raton to oolk after the injured ing with an up to date hardware and
I
harness store.
hoy.
.

;
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speaker but also because he has some
thing to .say. It was feared, however, that a man whose every moment is in demand, and whose engagements are many, as are those of
Mr, Spiess. could not be obtained
It was decided to go ahead and tfy
nevertheless, and the telegraph and
telephone wires were kept busy with
the result that Mr. Spiess has given
his consent to honor the occasion by
delivering the address of the day
Cimarron is indeed lucky.

TO OBTAIN

DIRECTOR
Cimarron Band Will Obtain Good Band Di- -,
rector-Work- ing

Hard.

Last week it was announced in
these columns that Cimarron was to
have a brass band in the near future.
A large number of local musicians
have announced their intention of trying out for positions in the new organization, and the boys are working
with might and main to get the band
One
started ' as soon as posible.
would be surprised to know that we
have no small number of old band
players here in Cimarron, and the'
preliminary practices have developed
(Ulitc a startling array eii talent.
l!ut in order that the band n:ay be
a credit to the boys and to Cimarron,
it is now thought necessary to obtain
the services of some professional director, some good man that can devote most of his time to whipping the
players into shape and making one
harmonious whole of the talent repSo far the boys have sucresented.
ceeded in making plenty of noise, but
they feel the necessity of having
some one who can direct that noise
and make it a pleasing sort of sound.
So they have been negotiating with
several band directors to take charge
of the work, and if it is found that
the services of some competent man
can be obtained at a reasonable figure
the Cimarron band will be giving us
a finished production of popular mus
ic in a short time.

CHURCH ITEMS.
Last Suuday the regular services
were held in the Methodist Episcopal church, and very pleasing was the
attendance. The subject of the morning address was "God's Attitude Toward Man versus Man's Attitude Toward God."
The subject was handled in a very masterly manner by
Rev. J. Alfred Morgan. The subject of the evening sermon was "The
Visit of the
"
and the
thoughts brought out were not only
very entertaining
and interesting
but were full of thought and showed
great study and preparation. One
convert as the result is reported.

DROUTH IS

CIMARRON TO HAVE

BROKEN
DID
NEEDED
RAIN
MUCH
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
WORTH
OF G OOD.
GRASS LOOKING
BETTER.

While the middle west has been
suffering with too much rain during
the last two months, the southwest
has been suffering with a lack of
moisture. The Cimarron Valley has
been much more fortunate in this respect than other parts of the Territory, but the need of rain was becoming badly' felt here even. Last
Thursday evening, however, a glorious gentle and penetrating rain fell
throughout the Cimarron valley, and
much good to the farmer and ranchman resulted therefrom.
Here in
Cimarron, the rain, while hard, was
not violent, and it continued long
enough to give the ground a good
soaking.
Down around Springer, the
precipitation was more violent, and
things were pretty generally flooded,
but no great damage was done. The
rain comes as a god send to the dry
farmers especially, and things are
once more looking brighter.

AUTOMOBILE
OVERTURNS

BIG CELEBRATION
Patriotic

Speeches-Races-Contests-B-

Game-Bronch-

all

o

Busting Lasting Two Days
Big Event, County Invited
Cimarron is to have a big and fitting celebration of the Glorious
Fourth of July here at home after all,
and cery one is working with might
and main to make the event a great
Until last
and glorious success.
Thursday evening, Cimarron expected to celebrate the day at Dawson as
the guest of our. neighboring city, but
owing to reasons of its own, Dawson
lound it necessary to withdraw the
invitation and to canccll all plans and
arrangements made. Instead of the
mammouth celebration that had been
arranged for at Dawson, at which the
whole county was to have been invited, Dawson
will
celebrate in a
quiet way with a few races ani a family picnic. ,But Cimarron is going to
have a big event here in spite of the
fact that it had but a little over a
week in which to make arrangements
and to perfect plans. Of course there
are some things on the program that
would have been made different and
would have been much better if more

Evening.
9:00

(0:00

q:oo
0:30

10:00
10:30

Fire Works.
Dancing in both halls, Aztec
and .Matkin.
Sunday, July 5th.
Roman Standing Race. 1st,
$10; 2nd, $S.
Relay race. Each rider to use
three horses and change saddle and bridle, rst, $10; 2nd, $5.
d
Pony Race (under 14
hands), 1st $10; 2nd, $5.
Quarter Mile Dash (Free for
all, 1st
2nd. $10, 3d, $5.
Class Race, 300 yards, 1st, $15:
2nd, $5.
Ring Tournament, 1st, $5, 2nd
300-Var-

5:

11:00
11:30

$2.

Bronco Busting.
m. Baseball
Tournament.
Challenge to all. Purse $50.
Taking it all in all, there is no reason why our own celebration should
not be made a good one. Every cutis urged to attend the events, to enter
into the contests and to do everything in their power to help the celebration along. We want to show
what visitors we may have that Cimarron is to the front on any and every
proposition at any and all times, and
that when we start to celebrate the
4th, we do so with a rush. EVERYBODY COME.
BRIN'G EVERYBODY AXD THEIR COUISIN'S.
1.2:00

2:00

p.

time had been given us, but as it is,
arc very proud of what has been
done, and every one is going into the
celebration plans with a vim and earnestness which is bound to make the.
SERIOUS ACCIDENT HAPPENS
events scheduled a grand success. We
JUST NORTH OF CIMARRON
extend a cordial invitation to the
LUCKY ESCAPE.
whole county to celebrate with us,
but the invitation comes so late that
many have already made plans. But
Raton Ball Team.
Last Thursday afternoon, a serious whether the county attends or not.
Since the above was written, ar
accident happened to R, A. Morlcy we will get together and have the
rangements have been made with the
r.nd party just on the outskirts of best of good times all by ourselves.
Rocky Mountain road to run a big exCimarron. Mr. Morley, who is a big
Fine Program.
cursion
train from Raton and Dawkind dealer of I.as Vegas, and a party
With characteristic hustle, the busson to Cimarron on the morning oif
of friends were coming into town in iness men have
gotten together and
an automobile, driven by Chaffeur E. arranged for' a program, which will the Fourth, and the reports come in
that hundreds will
C. Sperry. Just as they reached the last for two days, and we will not ontop of the hill overlooking Cimarron ly have things doing every moment of the chance to have a real live
011 the Dawson
road, they attempted of the day which commemorates the Fourth of July Good Time in Cimarto cross the French ditch, which signing of the Declaration of Inde- ron. The feature of the two days'
crosses the road at this point. In pendence, but there will be things do- celebration will be the ball game be
some manner that is not explained. ing on the day following.
Liberal tween Cimarron and Raton teams. It
the machine gave a sudden lurch, and purses have been offered as prizes to will be remembered that Cimarron
tipped completely over, throwing the the winners of the different races and went to Raton last Fourth and played
entire party out onto the ground. So various contests, and every one who the Gate City aggregation clear off
sudden was the tip over, that no one believes himself to be an athelete, or its feet. Raton has always felt this
had a chance to help himself, but in who is proficient in various matters defeat keenly, and is now thirsting
for revenge. The report has reached
some miraculous manner, all were requi.-inskill, is urged to enter inthrown clear of the automobile, ami to the races and contests and help Cimarron that the business men of
none were hurt in the least.
With make the day a thing of joyousness, Raton say they will beat Cimarron
this year if it takes a thousand dolwildly flying wheels, it is a wonder something to be remembered.
lars to work the trick, and that
that the machine lying upside down
The program is as follows:
speedy players will be imported esdid not pound itself to pieces before
Saturday, July 4th.
the power could be shut off, but the 0:.5 Climbing Greased Pole, 1st $2; pecially for the occasion.. Well, let
them conic. We are ready for them
machine also escaped without injury.
2nd, $1.
and will show them one of the best
For the benefit of those who assert 10:00 Band Concert.
games of ball of the season, whether
that the horse is doomed to a speedy 11 :oo Patriotic Address.
we win or lose.
end, it might be well to say that Mr. 2 :oo Barbecue.
M. M. Chase had to come to the res
Taos Indians Here.
Afternoon.
cue with his despised animal and right 1:00
1st, $5; 2iul $.2
The Rocky Mountain road has anthe machine for the party.
1:15 Greased Pig Chase.
nounced that it will help the big
1:30 Shot Put, 1st, $2; 2nd, $1.
along by every means in its
MEDAL FOR OLD TEACHER
1:15 Sack Race, 1st, $2; 2nd, $r.
power, and it lias made plans to bring
Boston, Mass., June 30. A silver 2:00 Ball Throw, 1st, $2; 2nd, $1.
a big band of Taos Indians down to
medal inscribed with the record of 2:15 Relay Race,
Cimarron especially for this occasion.
jst, $4.
his services, was presented to Charles
It is hoped that the Indians will have
2:30 Tug of War, 1st, $4.
S. Capen by the school
of 2:45 Rooster Chase.
board
1 ball team in the party,
but whether
Boston yesterday. Capon is teacher 3:00 High Jump, 1st, $2; and, $t.
they do or not, they will be a big
in
the lioston schools.
He is 84 3:15
Race, 1st, $2; feature of the day. Many of the peoyears old and yesttiday celebrated
2nd, $L.
ple who will visit Cimarron have nevhis sixty-thir- d
anniversary of his ap- 3:30 Potato Race, 1st, $2: 2nd, $t.
er had the chance to sec a band of
pointment.
Wheel Barrow Race, 1st, ft; real live Indian - nniiumr
..........
BIUUIHI
For the last fifty seven years he
2nd, 30 cents.
loose, and the spectacle of the noble
has never missed a single day'9 at4:00 Fat Man's Race. 1st, $2; 2nd, red men will present will be an inter
tendance at his duties during the.
$!
esting one.
scho-.- l
year.
k
Race, 1st, $2; 2nd,
4:15
Already many people have signified
The medal wm presented at the
$r.
their intention to attend the big celemeeting of thí "'n schoolboys' re- 4:30 Slow Race, 1st, $1; 2nd, 50c.
bration, and it will be well for
union." Fcu. pupils ol the first c!a-4:4s Three Legged Race, 1st, $2:
to get together and make
Capen taught were orcscnt, as we.-2nd, $1.
extensive plans for the proper enrepresentatives from every succeed5:00 Ladies Race, 1st $2; 2nd, $1.
tertainment and comfort of the vising: class.
S:ts Polo Game.
iting crowds.
we

es

1

ccle-biati-

iu,..i

Pack-a-Bac-

Cim-arronit- es

c
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CIMARRON CITIZEN, CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO.
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. . THE:...

A Weekly Paper, published each
Wednesday, in the interests of
Cimarron, the Cimarron Valley
Colfax County, and the Territory of New Mexico.
Price, 1 2.00 per year.

WOMAN IS KILLED
BY BRIDAL AUTO

Chicago, June 29. An automobile
carrying a bride and a groom, returning from their wedding journey, ran
down and killed a woman near the
2
o
GEO. L REMLEY, Editor
Grant monument in Lincoln park last
night.
CX3000O0O00000O00000000O000O00CKXXXXX30000O00O0O0O0COO
The victim of the accident was Mrs.
Joseph Tomaszewski, 39 years old
The driver, Esthan Wenneston, 19
years old, a hired chauiffcur, was arrested.
s
The occupants of the car were
McCappin of South Chicago, his
wife, to whom he was married last
Wednesday, and M(iss Margaret Weber. The party was returning from a
wedding tour which had taken them
' CELEBRATE THE FOURTH.
were not too proud to play Raton, to Milwaukee, following their marMcintosh riage in South Chicago.
Albuquerque
Trinidad,
Cimarron is to have a big celebra- Browns and even Dawson. The seaNEW ORLEANS RACETRACK
tion of the Glorious Fourth of July son is yet young, and if Dawson
ELEMENT RECONCILED
would
think,
it
stop
to
would
only
the anniversary cf the signing of the
TO LOSS OF RACING
Cimarron never lays
Declaration of Independence, after. recognize that
has
It
undertakes.
it
down
on
what
n
all. It will be remembered that
New Orleans, June 27. The ele
have a good team this
had laid plans for big celebra- started out to
By the ment supporting the racetracks in the
one.
already
has
and
year,
tion about three months ago, and had
fight before the legislature are
the season it will have a team recent
made the announcement through the end af
to the outcome, and the loresigned
be beaten by anything in
papers to that effect. But Dawson that can't
people are already getting
hotel
cal
Colo
in
Territory
Southern
or
the
had also made plans to have main-mot- h
a plan of campaign to attract
busy
on
Oh, yes, it is merely the shank
doings on the same day, and rado.
winter visitors in lieu of the raceof the season, and there will be things
kindly invited Cimarron to withdraw
fololwers who spent the winter
track
dr!ng before the leaves begin to fall.
its announcement, to cancel all enmonths here. There is an air of
V..ke up, Dawson, and be a sport,
gagements and to hold up on its
gloom at all places where the horseno matter how painful the operation.
Dawson advanced the arguplans.
congregate.
Being a sport consists in playing for men
ment that Cimarron had had the counracetrack people have not yet
The
the love of the game, and trying to
ty celebration two years ago, and that
indicated what their course would be,
win every time, but taking defeat
Raton had had the big event last year, gracefully
Heaslip of the City Park
and without a murmur in President
club, saying it was up to the board
and that Dawson was entitled to have case your
is not good, enough.
best
the county as its guests on the The excuse
of directors of the two big associaadvanced for refusing to
tions, so it will be some time before
Fourth. Cimarron agreed to the
play with Cimarron, namely that we
with the understanding that
any definite statement is made from
a
is
have not a good enough team,
Dawson was to make its celebration pnor excuse
quarter. It is the consensus of
and not worthy of the that
a county event, and to invite every
opinion, however, that there will be
had
sportsmen who have heretofore
or if there
one to participate in making the day
charge and management of the Daw- no racing here next winter,
is it will only be a short meeting.
a glorious one, and with the further
son team.
understanding that Cimarron was to
So far as the small tracks are concerned it is believed that, while they
act as host to the entire county next
may make an effort to operate, they
year. Matters were left in this posiFE
Thursday evening, SANTA
will soon be squelched.
tion until 4ast
The Locke bill has not been enwhen the editor of the Citizen received a letter from those in charge
rolled yet, and will not reach GovTHROUGH
GOES
ernor Sanders before this evening.
at Dawson stating that there would
He will surely sign it.
be no celebration of the kind menBRIDGE
tioned this year. This decision was
DIES IN AGONY AFTER
the result of various things, princiTAKING DRINK OF ALE
Albuquerque, X. M., June 29.
pally because Dawson's ball lean, hat'
been more expensive than was ex- Westbound Santa Fe passenger train
Philadelphia, June 27. With every
pected and for the further reason that No. 3, the California Limited, was
the team was scheduled to play two wrecked just east of Holbrook, Ariz., appearance of having been strangely
games of ball at El Paso on the 4th about 100 miles west of the New poisoned, W. It. Wilson, a physician
Mexico line, at an early hour this of this city was suddenly stricken at
and the 5th.
The Citizen is mentioning these morning. Four persons, including the his home tonight and died shortly
engineer and fireman, arc reported to after being admttcd to a hospital.
matters, not for the purpose ofHe and his wife were sitting tothe Dawson people particu- have been killed, while a number
larly, but more especially to let peo- were badly injured. The wreck was gether when he suggested they try a
ple know why the big celebration at caused by soft earth, which allowed sample of ale which had been sent
Cimarron has not been given greater the rails to spread an dties to sink him. According to the authorities he
publicity, and why more extensive when the heavy locomotive struck the commented on the peculiar taste of
the beverage and a few moments afplans for the proper observance of spot.
The engineer and fireman are from ter drinking it fell from his chair in
the day have not been made, n Cimarron relied on the plans that had been Albuquerque, but the local officials of agony. He soon became unconscious
agred upon, and so did not make any the road so far have refused to give and all efforts to revive him failed.
Physicians at the hospital where he
preparations of its own. Hut when at out their names or any information
was taken, say that in their examinathe last moment the word came that regard'ng the accident.
The engine and a number of cars tion of the patient they found traces
all plans were to be called off, it was
of a pungent acid poison. A sample
forced to do the best it could do. arc said to have left the track.
The train was bowling along at a of the ale has been taken for analysis
While the celebration next Saturday
will not be an expensive one, and' high rate of speed when the wreck and the authorities have started a
rigid investigation.
while it might possibly be bettered occurred.
in a number of ways, still the proCHICKS
gram as arranged is extensive and
will tend to make one think that there
York, Pa., June 27. I.eander Bern-hais some real tangible significance to
of Yoc, this county, thinks he
the day. Wc have endeavored to
ON
has
found
AMERICAN
a substitute for the incuobtain at this late hour, one of the
bator. He says he has evidence that
best speakers in New Mexico, and
the sun can do the work.
our people will be able to listen to a
While in his barnyard he was
patriotic address. There will be any
surprised to hear a peeping
much
connumber of exciting and friendly
New York, June 29. Raffaclo
from a pile of sawdust and to see
tests of peed, cleverness, agility and
the accredited head of the three fluffy chicks issue forth. He
Many extremely funny and
skill.
of Italy, who is raked over the pile and found three
organization
Mafia
laughter producing events will be
insists empty cgshdis.
compatriots,
a
visit
his
on
why
is
to
no reason
pulled off, anil there
acciv.t-- .c
He ti inks that the
we can't all get together on the that his trip has nothing to do with
(It hat the
an
dentally
covered
overcd,
good
best
of
have
the
1'ourth and
His attention was
the secret society.
times by ourselves if necessary. Rut called to the fact that Commissioner hot sun of the :ist few ve2's ivtched
it will not be necessary, because the Bingham had commented upon his them out.
whole county is invited to come and appearance here.
enjoy with us what we may be able
"It is wrong to say that I am the
BASE BAIL RESULTS
to produce, and no doubt many out head of the secret organization,'" lie
opthe
will
themselves
I
avail
of
declared. "I admit that have strong
siders
Western League.
portunity. Hut whether they do or political influence in Palermo, on the
At Sioux City Sioux City 6, Des
not, Cimarron is going to get together island of Sicili, where I live; it would
have a big time. The program be foolish to deny it. I have been Moines 5; 12 innings.
At Pueblo Pueblo 3, Lincoln 1.
is announced elsewhere in this issue. mayor of that city and have repreAt Denver Denver 3, Omaha 2.
sented it in the house of deputies at
DAWSON RENIGS.
Rome.
National League.
"When I was tried for the murder
At Cincinnati Cincinnati 5, ChiFor some little time past, Cimarron of Signor Notarbartolo my enemies
has been trying to get a ball game Started the talk of my being the cago 3.
At Brooklyn Brooklyn II, New
with Dawson, but has been unable to leader of the Mafia. It was a cruel
do so, and for reasons which the Cit lie. I am here only to arrange for York ;.
g
game postSt.
izen suspects arc simply a case of having my book published, telling of
Dawson
cold feet.
that its my experience in jail while awaiting poned; rain.
state
At Boston Boston 2, Pittsburg o.
team is so good that it docs not want the reversal of my conviction for the
to play a little scrub team like that murder and to talk to Sicilians and
American League.
of Cimarron, but if the truth were other Italians in this country. I shall
At New York New York 1, Bosknown, there are many who believe visit rr.any cities and return home in
that Dawson is truly afraid of a good a few weeks. Then I expect to run ton 4.
At Pittsburg Pittsburg 4. Wash
scrubbing at the hands of the scrubs, again for my old place in the house
Granted that of deputies and I think I shall be ington o.
as it calls our team.
Dawson has a good team, and tht in elected."
Commissioner Bingham had re- MRS. DECKER RECEIVES
the 1st two games with Cimarron it
WOMAN'S FEDERATION
marked
that he was full aware of
has corr.e off winner. The two teams
Boston, June 29. The 3,000 or
have met four times and the games Palizzolo having come to the city
have gone two 10 each team, nor has three weeks ago. and added that un- more women in attendance at the
Dawson beaten Cimarron with a til trying to work in the interests of ninth biennial convention of the Gengreater margin than Cimarron has the Mafia in this city he would not eral Federation of Women's clubs
a quiet Sunday, an informal rerubbed it into Dawson. Of course interfere with him.
given by the president of the
ception
have
will
not
"The
commissioner
has
good
but
so
team,
Dawson has a
Cimarron. We have been improving to worry about me," sail Palizzolo. federation, Mrs. Sarah S. Piatt Deckrapidly, and are geting back into the "f don't want to make any trouble j er of Denver, at the Hotel Vendóme
being the chief event of the' day.
form that we had last year, when we for him or for myself."

Cimarron Citizen

s

1908.

EDTtORTJlE

Ar-thu-

CIHARRON LUMBER CO.
EVERY
LUMBER, SHINGLES AND BUILMNG
MATERIAL OF
DESCRIPTION, AND BUILDER'S HARDWARE', SASH, DOORS,
FIXTURES, PAINTS, OILS, LIME, CEMENT. A SPECIALTY OF
INTERIOR FINISH.

When

We

M

Tell You That We Are Prepared

ILL

to

Kinds of

Furnish all

W O R K

Such as Store Fronts, Office Fixture Exterior and Interior Finish for all
kinds of building, we don't pause an grunt as if to impress you that we
doubted our ability to fill your orde for any material in the building line.
Did it ever occur to you that the CI f MARRON LUMBER CO. has the
best retail lumber plant in the Southwest, and our prices are in a line with
other large lumber dealers.

-

'

Cini-f.rro-

While Cimarron is fortunately located in the healthiest part of the world,
we are not here for our health.. Dont mistake us. Give us a chance at
your business. Keep shy of any concern that advertises to give you something for nothing. Our motto is "The Golden Rule."

Come and Let Us Know Ypar Wants

CIMARRON LUMBER CO.
Cimarron, New Mexico

pro-cra-

WHEN IN CIMARRON STOP AT THE

SWASTI KA

TRAIjN

-

THE BEST HOTEL ON THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
RATES $2.75 PER DAY
John Livingston, Manager

ROUTE

9MK3a0

or Sell

Do You Wish To Buy

ccn-turin- g

MAFIA

CHIEF IS

EÁL

ESTATE
Then Call and See Me

VISIT

o

Pal-izzol- o,

ooooo

OF

SOUTH

EXPRESS

0 Board

COMPANY

:

0

O

O

DEPOT

Q4
o
o

by Week or Month

o
Special Rates Riven Laboring Men
We Cater to Ladies and Gentlemen

Expresa and Trelght Dtliv.
-

0

Rocky Mountain Cafe

: ALPERS

ci.

en-oy-

AGENT

All Kinds Of Property Handled on Commission.
CHARGES REASONABLE
QUICK RESULTS

rt

Louis-Pittsbur-

REAL EMATE

GEO. E. REMLEY,

trtd

HAULING

Only

Chase

&.

Sanborn's Famous Coffee Used

ooooo ooooo

Livery Calls Attended To.

MARSHAL KILLS

CUPID'S GIFTS FOR KEEPS

NOTICE.

THIEF IN DUEL
Altoon, Pa., June 27. According to
the interpretation of the law by Judge
James Shull of Perry county, specially presiding in Blair county, when
a iover gives a present to his sweetheart it is hers for all time.
James Polkc gave Miss Lucy
of Juniata. a set of furs while he
was courting her, and the "weather
was frigid; but later he fell in love
with another girl, sent all Miss Def- fley'a presents back, and demanded
the seasonable furs. She told htm to
come and get them. He cam, and
she showed him the present, which
he apropriated.
The girl says he choked her twice
when she tried to get them from him.
Suits for larceny and for assault
They were
followed.
and battery
tried today.
Judge Shull eliminated the larceny
charge and returned the furs, in this
hot weather to Misa Deffley, and the
jury divided the costs in the other
Def-fle-

'

case.

y

St. Joseph, Mo., June 29. Matthew
Ford, town marshal of Osborne, Mo.,
killed a robber in an exchange of
shots about I o'clock this ntorning.
Ford found two men in a hardware
store at Osborne. One of them fled
the other fired at the marshal with
The marshal returned
a revolver.
shot for shot, finally dropping his
man.

NEGRO DIES ON GALLOWS
FOR MURDER OF BROTHER
Washington, D. C, June 29 Albert
Brown, a negro, 23 years old, who
was convicted several months ago for
killing his younger brother, Harvey,
in a quarrel over a girl, was hanged
in the jail yard today. President
Roosevelt had refused to stay the

ex-

ecution.

Subscribe for the Cimarron Citi
The best weekly in the county.

zen.

All
trespasing on the Urraca
Ranch property in Colfax County,
New Mexico, whether for the purpose
of fishing, hunting, gathering wild
fruit or cutting fire wood, or for any
other purposes whatsoever, without
permission from the manager, is
strictly prohibited, and all such trespassers will be prosecuted to the full
extent of the law.
Signed: GEO. H. WEBSTE.R, Jr.,
Manager for Urraca Ranch.

AVISO.
El trespasar sobre la propriedad del
Rancho de la Urraca en el Condado
de Colfax, sea va con el fin de cazar
pezcar o recojor fruta silvestre o cortar lena u otro fin cualesquiera sin
permiso del manejador, se prohibe estrictamente. Todos equellos quienes
ou3d ye sopcnaasojd ubjsí ujsudsaj)
extento de la lev.
Firmado: GEO. H. WEBSTER. Jr.,
Manejador del Rancho de la Urraca
June 17 tf.
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The Southwestern Part of

Colfax County. NewMexigo.

TRACKS

CUT

AWAY BY
FLOOD
Point, Mo., June 27. The
Mississippi river is rapidly
cutting away the bank here and the
railroads are confronted by a grave
situation. The Iron Mountain tracks
have been undermined and torn up
and the water is nearly up to the
Cotton Belt right of way. The Cotton Belt roundhouse has been destroyed by the flood. Officials of
both roads will hold a conference
next Tuesday to arrange for an endeavor to get relief from the gov
eminent.
Bird's
flooded

St. Louis, June 27. The flood
river here
stage in the Mississippi
feet today, a fall
marks thirty-thre- e
of 1. ofeet during the past week, the
crest of the flood having reached 349
feet last Saturday. The fall has been
,4 of a foot in the past twenty-fou- r
hours. A number of large steamboats, which have not been able to
pass under Merchants bridge during'
the high water, are expected to resume making trips on the upper Mississippi within a few days, if the decline steadily continues, which seems
probable.

WIFE PEEKS AT TRAINED

ted States marine corps, 260 South
NURSE AND HUSBAND Clark street, yesterday and asked in
a soft, pleasant voice:
Pittsburg, June 27. Mrs. Dayse
"Is this where you take marines for
Coffman, an attractive brunette, state the battleships?"
ly as a queen, was in a divorce court
"It is," answered the recruiting
today charging her husband, Alfred sergeant.
"Well, 1 want to enlist. My name
R. Coffman, a wealthy clubman, with
taking too many liberties with Mrs. is Vollie J. Keller."
The sergeant drew out an applicaLaura Matthews, a trained nurse, according to her own story; but whom tion blank and began to fill it up.
"How old are you?"
Mrs. Coffman
declares is not a
"Twenty-tw- o
last January."
nurse, but a particular friend of her
your father's name?"
"What's
husband's.
On the stand Mrs. Coffman said "Where do you live?" and so on unthat she was forced to leave her home til all the necessary questions had
but that she had heard her husband been answered.
"Now, if you will just step into the
was sick and started to see him. Be
fore she reached there, a neighbor next room the doctor will consult
took her in and placed her in a win with you," continued the sergeant,
commanded a view of pointing over his shoulder with his
dow which
Coffman's i'oom. There, she says pen.
Mr. Keller blushed to the roots of
she saw Mrs. Matthews seated by a
be'd, upon which reclined her husband his hair.
"Why why I don't understand,"
She says that they were hugging and
kissing, and that finally the lights he stammered.
"All recruits have to stand a strict
were turned down.
Cdffman and Mrs. Matthews were physical test," replied the sergeant.
both placed on the stand and denied "Before the government will hire you,
Coffman admitted you must be found sound from head
any misconduct.
that he was not so sick that he re- to foot."
"Oh, mercy!" exclaimed Mr. Kelquired the services of a trained
nurse, but that he had been lonesome ler, "I guess I won't enlist then. The
and had sent for Mrs. Matthews, who fact is that that that I'm a girl
had visited his room and read to him. My sweetheart, William K. Thompson, is a marine on the Illinois, and
they sent him to San Francisco last
GIRL ATTEMPTS TO
I thought if I enlisted I
ENLIST AS MARINE month.
might be sent where he is, but I
didn't know about this examination
Chicago, June 27. A talj,
young fellow walked business."
The sergeant let out a roar of
into the recruiting office of the Uni

Highlands' are 'covered with timber, v.
Prairie Lands particularly those blocked

off thus "13 y0"" sugarbeets' alfalfa:
oats, barley, rye and all fruifs and vegetables common toa temperate climate
blocked
off thus Z,"!3confa'n 9old' Silver.''
Mineral Lands particularly those
y
copper, lead and iron,
Colfax County ia the richesf county in the United Stales in point of natural
resources containing ooo square miles of coal land, looo square mile's of timber
land, 1.500.000 acres of grazing land, O00.000 acres of farming land with ttvo
acre feet of available flood water for each acre, loo 000 acres of mineral land
containing gold. Silver, copper, lead and iron.
All farming lands and mineral lands and most of the coal, timber and grating
lands lie in thejCimarron Valley. '
wheat,

laughter that brought all the attaches
of the office running, and the pretty
recruit, badly frightened, dashed out
into the street and away.

D

QUEEN TO

GOOD

VISIT U. S.

lavestmeiat

Lisbon, June 27. Queen Amelie.
widow of the late King Carlos, is to
visit the United States, is the report
in diplomatic circles here today upon
the departure of her royal highness
for Uio Janiero, Brazil.
This will be the first visit of a sovereign to America, and, for that matter, to the Wcstehn hemisphere. The
nearest approach to a visit of this
sort was the visit of the prince of
Wales, now King Edward VII. The
visit of J'rince Henry of Prussia was
also one of royalty.

THEN CALL AT THE NEW TOWN OF

GOLFA
-

I HAVE

100 choice

SAW OFF HORN;

LOOSEN HOOF
Allcntown,
Pa. June 27. A cow
belonging to William Mast of Standard last nicht scratched her head with
her hoof and caught in the latter one
of her horns, which is very badly
crooked and crumpled.
The cow fell upon her side, and the
noise of her struggles awakened the
family.
Mr. Mast had no alternative but o
saw off the horn in order to release
the hoof.

AND SEE ME.

lots

FOR SALE. PRICE LOW
TERMS MOST REASONABLE

E. A. LITTRELL,
I

Agent

COLFAX, NEW MEXICO
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Is the Richést Single County in point of Natural Resources in the United States
Compare the following Statistics (taken from Government, Territorial and private Geographical and Hydrographlcal
'
boasted of by other counties:

surveys and reports), with those

1000 Square Miles oí Coal. 1000 Square Miles of Timber. 1,500,000 Acres oi Grazing Lands
1,000,000 Acres of Farming Lands With two feet of Available Flood Waters for each and

every acre.
100,000 Acres of Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Iron Bearing Mineral Lands.

My

THE

CM AR

VALL

tSipJm

INCLUDES THE BEST PORTION OF COLFAX COUNTY

8( x
V

J

EY

1

where the beautiiul Cimarron Cano opens out on to the prairie, and Is the most
come down hill to Cimarron, where the Railroads from the mineral districts, the
coal camps and the timber districts center. Below and adjoinining He the choicest farming lands In the great southwest.

IS IN THE tXACT GEOGRAPHICAL CENTER OF THE CIMARRON VALLEY,
Ideal location In the Valley. The Coke, Coal, Ore and Timber all

TOWN LOTS,
SO FAR AS CAN BE ASCERTAINED,

$25.00

$250.00.

TO

I

owns Tt c 0IV1PANY

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO.

THE CITIZEN
Published Every Wednesday by
GEO. E. REMLEY.

Local and Personal
Mr. H. M. Letts brought a party of
friend s to Cimarron last week from
Koctilcr, spending a day or so at the
hume of his daughter, Mrs. Geo. E.

Those composing the party

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colton of
Columbus Junction, Iowa, who are
pending the summer in New Mexico,
Mrs. I' red Colton of Koehler and

vit

Mi.--s

RANGE IN PRICE FROM

CIMARRON IS THE ONLY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES THAT HAS NOT FELT THE EFFECTS OF THE PANIC.

CI MARRO

My

keinlcy.

25x140 FEET,

(rclta Colton.

Mr. and

Mrs. T. I. Roberson, of
Stillwater, Okla., are visiting their
daughter, Miss I.eola Roberson here
in Cin.arron. Mr. and Mrs. Rober-fi- i
are on their way to California
.ind other western points, and expect
to make quite an extended trip, returning to their home late in the fall

Pr. C. ' R. Mass enjoys the proud
distinction of being the only resident
J owner of an automobile in Cimarron.
Dr. Bass has recently erected a neat
little garage for his machine, and he
may he seen upon the streets at
any old time learning how to
drive the powerful auto.

ing house now being built there.

rection of Mr. Byers, of the Continental Tic and Lumber company.

STEVE ADAMS'

J. C. Hell, who has been engaged
Mr.
David Cartwright, a former
in building a residence here in town,
has returned to his home in Colum- resident of this community now locatbus Junction, Iowa, leaving Cimar- ed at Cimarron with the mechanical
ron last Saturday morning.
force of St. L., R. M. & I'. Ry. shops,
was a visitor here for a few days.
Mrs. Thatcher and her daughter
Miss Duck Thatcher, who have been
Elizabcthtown was well represented
visiting at the J. W. Records home for at Ute l'ark Sunday, there being
the past two months, have returned about forty citizens who made the
to their home in Kansas City. Miss journey to join with the B. of R. T.
Thatcher came to Cimarron nearly pictures in the enjoyment of their
helpless with rheumatism, but is returning completely recovered.
Miss Maud Cannon, of Red River
Mr. A. II. Officer and W. L. Pratt City, is a visitor at Six Mile Ranch,
of the Rocky Mountain road, were the guest of Miss Fannie Witt.
in Cimarron last week on busienss
connected with their offices.
Mr. A. L. Bass, of Cimarron, made
Mr. C. N. Kinney, of Raton, the
general manager of the Branch
Stores of the Remsberg Mercantile
Co., and sou Herbert, accompanied
by Mr. Yorick of Cripple Creek, Col.,
passed through Cimarron last Saturday on their way from Taos to

ELIZABETHTOWN

i,

Special Correspondent.
Fourth of July will he celebrated to
the delight of the young. There will
be prizes for the winners of foot
sack, egg. potato,
ami
burro races.
The celebrated Eliza
bethtown Band will render patriotic
music, a ball in the evening with a
"Happy" Sherry, who was one of midnight supper at the Maxwell Ho
the star players on the Dawson ball tel are features of the day's events.
team last year, is in Cimarron and has
Mr. II. A. Johnson, of Brookfield,
joined the baseball squad at practice.
Sherry is playing tip to his old tirr.c Mo., a mining engineer recently lo
form and will no doubt be a valuable cated at La Caimanea Sonora, Mexico,
arrived Tuesday and will be interest
.'addition to the team.
ed in the development of one of the
Mrs. C. I!. Kohlhotisen and little good mining properties of this disof Raton, arrived in Cim- trict, which will become a producer
fon.
arron last Friday evening for a idiort in the near future.
Kit with her father on the Chase
Mr. anil Mrs. Jesse Young drove to
'anch.
Red River City Wednesday (for a few
Miss Lulu
Mrs. II. M. Letts, of Columbus days' visit with friends.
Junction, Iowa, who has been visit- Young accompanied them. She is to
ing her daughter, 'Mr. Geo. E. Rcm- - spfnd the "summer there to the reley, for the ;ist two weeks, has re- gret of F.'town friends who were in
hopes that he would remain here, her
turned lo her home in Iowa.
old home.
C. I). Uoticber, of Las Vegas, spent
Mrs. Harry Tarlton and children
morn. Friday evening and Saturday
of Raton, are visiting her mother,
ing in Cimarron.
Mrs. Xancy Witt at Six Mile Ranch.
The forest fire which has been
Fiank Loup, wh has been engaged in carpenter work here in Grr.ar- - btirining for several weeks seven
ron for the past three months, ha miles south of town has been extingone to Koehler to work on the pack- - guished by a force of men under di- three-legge-

d

TOWNE'S

TRIAL BEGINS
Grand Junction, June

29.

The trial

of Steve Adams, charged with the
murder of Arthur Collins five years
ago at Tclluride, was begun
this
morning in the district court. The
examination of veniremen occupied
the entire day and none of those examined have been accepted by either
side.
It will probably require two
more days'to get a jury. No members of the Western Federation of
Miners will be allowed by the

BOOM ON
Leaps Into

Vice-President-

ial

Breach As
Compromise Man At
Denver Convention

Denver, June 29. With a red-hNO FAMILY TREES, SO
fight in the New York delegation, over
WE'RE IGNORAN1 the vice presidential
nomination,
a flying trip Monday to this town to
a
comes
story that
attend the hall. He returned TuesBerkeley, Cal., June 29. That fam- Charles A. Tovvne, who several weeks
day via American creek.
It goes ily trees tracing several generations
without saying
that the creal was of ancestors arc lacked by the people ago declared nothing would litre him
heavy with fish as Mr. Bass is a of the United States and that thcyi from the profitable law practice he
fisherman and juccess always attends are therefore uncultivated was the is said to be enjoying in Níw York
him with rod as well as gun.
irist of remarks made to his class in city, has jumped into the breach
English today at the universiay sumhe is coining on
Misses Mabel Carrington and Anna mer session by Prof. Robert Derrick, "dear friends," and
headquarters and make the
Brewster and fishing party returned of the University of Chicago, known to open
Wednesday from their extended out- as one of the foremost men in his running for second place.
There would be nothing out of the
ing at Caberesta Lake and other branch of education in the country.
in the statement that one
ordinary
places.
He said during an interlude in his new name had been added to the list
class work this morning:
of possibilities were it not for the
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Gallagher, of
''It must be admitted that despite fact that Towne's announ cement
w
Del laven, ho came to attend the the rapid strides made by the Amer- conies at the conclusion of a visit to
wedding of Mr. Gallagher's sister, will ican people in the past decades we Lincoln,
and the added statcm.ent that
join Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lowrey are an uncultivated race. , In my Bryan would like to have
Charlie
and family on a fishing trip to the classes in Chicago I found that less Tovvne on the ticket with hitn.
Costillo Creek and vicinity.
than 30 per cent, of the students could
Local interest is added by the fact
boast of an American ancestry for that Townc has been a visitor so freThe Moreno Valley Country Club more than two generations.
quently to Denver that he seems like
"We are getting. away from our bad a Colorado man.
w ill conduct a Tennis Tournament on
July 4th, at the E'town Court. There English because we are becoming
His political career has been checke
are twelve entries who will partici- more and more free from the atmos- ered, and he is one of the few
phere of the foreign born where it
pate in the several events.
Republicans carried by the silver
is heard.
We learn bad grammar advocacy from the G. O. P. s traight
from hearing it and the only hope for into the Democratic camp, and he. has
SCHOOLS TO SAVE
THE WHITE SLAVE a desirable condition of affairs to ex- at last landed high and dry as a
ist is in the American home, where
While the candidacy of Tow ne is
Washington. D. C, June 29 United cultured people talk and teach culStates immigration ofliciats in Wash- ture to their children. This will not taken seriously by most o f the
come about only when the American prominent Democrats on the ground.,
ington are preparing to fight the
educational system
becomes old there is a possibility that he ma y be
white slave evil with a
have reached in its past chosen, not as the most available canenough
to
They propose to establish
living family." didate when the country at larg e is
information bureaus or "schools" in all the members of the
considered, but as the means of tieal-in- g
every large city where unsophistithe strife within the party íir the
cated girls will be advised against the WEST VIRGINIA FASTEST
BATTLER; GOES aa.47 KNOTS state of New York.
danger of falling into the hands of
Washington, D. C, June 29. The
A New Yorker is regarded by ma ny
agents of disorderly resorts. Immigrant girls will be met at all trains West Virginia, armored cruiser, with as the logical candidate, and as thoro
by federal officials and escorted to the Pacific fleet, is the fastest ship is a full crop of statesmen from the
the information bureau. One of these in the navy. Admiral Dayton report- Empire state who have lightning rot Is
run June 13 exposed, it would not be past calcuinformation bureaus will be estab ed, that in a four-hodistrict of she made 22.47 knots an hour. The lations to select Toyne as a comprolished in the down-tow- n
Chicago within a few weeks, in charge best previous record is that of the mise candidate.
Tammany will probably not stancl
of Immigration Agent P. P. Pavics. ) Pennsylvania, 22.44.
old-lin-

Is

for Chanler, or Pugsley, or O'Brien,
and neither of them, outside of Chanler, has a national reputation. They
might agree upon Towne. All these
predictions of what may happen is
on the theory that the nomination
goes to New York.
There is a strong feeling among
politicians that William L. Douglas,
former governor of Massachusetts, is
the man for the emergency, but it is
also generally thought he would not,
at his age, with no particular liking
for the political game, be induced to
accept the place on the ticket.
Boosters for Judge George Gray of
Delaware, who were to open headquarters on Saturday, have not appeared on the scene, and it looks
very much as if the boom died

are hard at
Local
work securing accommodations in
private residences for the great crowd
that is now certain to invade Denver, and with this end in view, state
committees for different states, heretofore bunched, have been divided,
and this evening many of these will
meet to consider the situation.

SUMMER HOTEL
BURNS TO GROUND
Colorado Springs, June 29. The
Green Mountain hotel at Green
Mountain Falls was burned to the
ground tonight, the conflagration
starting from the explosion of a kerosene lamp. The loss to the building is $50,000, about half of which
is covered by insurance.
The place was inadequately supplied with fire fighting apparatus and
the citizens of the place were powerless to check the flames.

Tam-manyit- e.

.

MRS. CLEVELAND ORDERS
MEMOIRS OF HER HUSBAND
New York, June 29. Under orders
from Mrs. Cleveland, work has begun on the memoirs of the late president, consisting of clippings from
newspapers and periodicals on his
death and funeral.
The work will
require six months to complete.
As planned, there will be several
volumes, consisting of editorial no-- ,
tices, news dispatches, illutrations
and cartoons, each bound in Russian
levant leather and lined with purple
moire silk. Already material enough
is in hand to make 600 pages.
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Furnace Heat Throaghotrt.

First-Clas-

QUELL REVOLUTION
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Finest Wines, Liquors and Ggars.
RENOWNED A. B. C. BEER ON TAP

0
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KEHSdnER, Proprietor

NEW MEXICO

CALL AND SEE US IN OUR NEW STORE

We Make

.

Everything and Repair

Anything in the Harness Line

lade Harness a Specialty

Hand

BONDED WHISKEY

WINES,

LIQUORS
and CIGARS

a SPECIALTY

LEGAL TENDER BAR.
HARRY K. GR.UBBS.
GOLDEN

YOUR PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

BEER

own

o

wife.

111

Proprietor

FAMOUS BITUWKLSEK BEEK

COOR'S

The neighbors and even my
sepfamily have been trying-tarate us, but their cffortSj instead of
destroying my affection, only in- creased my desire to make her my
of it.

n

LITTRELL BROS.
CIMARRON,

within a few feet of the crossing Mr,
Clark, who was very deaf, started to
cross the tracks. Belore Mr. Risley
had time to bring the car to a complete stop, Mr. Clark was struck upon the head and fell under the wheels,
The car traveled perhaps five feet
after the brakes were applied and the
current reversed. "Mr. Clark was
picked up in an- unconscious condition
and carried to the Castle Hall drug
store, where Dr. White, who hap
pencd to be near at hand, did every
thing possible fo rthe injured man
All efforts to revive him. were futile.
1 lie
ambulance was called at once
and he was taken to the hospital,
where death ensued in a few minutes.
The blow upon the head was the
cause of his death.
The car was in charge of Con
ductor Kd, Payne and Motorman Ed.
Risley
was on the front end. A
number of persons witnessed the ac

"I met Emma a year ago last' summer. At the first meeting I wa
struck by her gentle ways and loving
disposition and immediately I became
interested in her. I think the world
and all of Emma and her whole heart
and soul are wrapped up in me. She
loved me and I loved her, so we deBe
termined to get married. No, I do
not think it queer that a man of my
age should marry a girt like Emma.
City of Mexico, June 29. At Las main battle was fought around the
As long as we love one another, the.
Vacas, where the first serious attack custom house at Las Vacas nd both
age question docs not count."
was made, the government has gained Captain Canales and Captain Diaz
When Klink was asked whether
he thought this match would termithe upper hand. Troops are now in were killed near that building.
The wife of Señor H. Garcia, a
nate like his marriage with the Belles
complete control of the situation in
Mexican millionaire, well known in
girl, he replied:
that city, the rebels and bandits who San Antonio, was shot in the mouth
"Oh, no; Emma is altogether difhaving
composed the Attacking force
by a stray bullet that came through cident.,
ferent.
She understands me and I
a window of her home. She is in a
Mr. Clarke was 70 years ot age understand her. My trouble with
been driven back to the mountains.
and a pioneer resident of Trinidad Daisy was due to her parnts."
They will not be permitted to rest serious condition.
Two hundred Mexican soldiers ar- He resided with his wife at the head
there undisturbed, as the government
purposes to tr.ake an example of its rived from Ciudad Diaz this afternoon of Pine street and for a number of
TRAIN IS DERAILED
foes as an object lesson to others and are in close pursuit of the insur- years had led a retired life. He is
who might join the movement in gent band, who are now fleeing into survived by his aged wife and five
Hazlcton, Pa., June 27. One man
other sections. To this end a large the mountains northwest of Las Va- children, two daughters and three was killed and eight or ten passen
been ex- sons. They arc; Mrs. John Hun gers were injured at Lofty, on the
force of cavalry has been sent into cas. A few shots have
phreys of this city, Mrs. Joseph mountains twelve miles from here
the hill. on the heels of the fugitives, changed.
It is claimed the attack on Las Boehman of Bloomington, 111.; W. T. early today by the wrecking of 0
and the chase is now in progress.
'
It is the view of the Mexican gov- Vacas was precipitated by Mexicans Clark, Spokane, Wash., and Henry Pennsylvania passenger train, which
who
Fifty and Sherman of Southern Washing is believed to have been deliberately
from
crossed
Texas.
citizens
who
Mexican
ernment that
were concerned in the recent raids crossed the river above Del Kto and ton.
derailed 'by the spiking of the tracks.
Win. 'Humphreys and Mrs. Wycoff The dead man was the engineeThey ap- are common criminals, and that the forty near Blackettsville.
rcontention to the contrary on the proached Las Vacas from both sides of this city are grandchildren.
Aaron Raub of Pottsville. The inrelatives have been notified jured passengers were brought to the
ground that their acts were commit- and drove in the outposts of the solted in furtherance of a revolutionary diers. The fighting in the heart of of the sad accident and funeral ar- state hospital here.
the town lasted more than two hours. rangements will not be made until
movement will not hold.
The Pennsylvania uses the Lehigh
The internal troubles in Mexico, After this the revolutionists were they are heard from.
Valley railroad tracks between De
which developed several days ago forced to retire.
lano Junction and this city. The sualong the northern border of the re- companies of state rangers to the Rio OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
perintendent of the Lehigh Valley
O says his
public,
have developed serious fea Grande border to assist the federal O TWO BOYS MAKE
men found two spikes on
authorities in preventing violations O
GREWSOME FIND O the tracks placed in such a way as
tures.
o to leave no doubt that they had been
Today the storm center is around of the neutrality laws by Mexican O
the city of Torreón and in the coun revolutionists. The rangers will pa- O Carbondale. June 27 The two O put there to deliberately wreck the
try between that place and Jarral, trol the river between Del Rio and O small sons of Wm. Dott this O train.
O afternoon found a portion of a O
where bandits are operating in con Eagle. Pass.
The Pennsylvania train was com
Full reports received
here from O human arm and a shoulder blade O posed of a combination tar and one
junction with the insurrectionists.
Government troops are rushing to the newspaper rr.cn who crossed into O on the bank of the Crystl river O day coach and left Pottsville for Mes- The remains O copeke at 5:35 a. m. The train is
scene. Already 1,500 federal soldiers Mexico to investigate the uprising at O near their home.
O are supposed to be that of an in- - 0
have reached Torreón to reinforce the
used principally by workmen, most of
O sane man of Red Cliff, who dis- - O whom are miners.
garrison there; 200 more have reached BRYAN IS NOT
O appeared mysteriously from his 0
A CROESUS BUT
Juarez, and in Chihuahua soldiers
The tracks where the accident oc
POSSESSES FORTUNE O cabin last winter. The coroner O curred extend along the side of the
are patroling the streets and the pub
O is investigating.
O mountain.
lic houses and jails are heavily
When the cars left the
Lincoln, Neb., June 27. According OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
guarded.
tracks they toppled over on he mounto the hasty estimate made by the
In view of the latest developments,
tain side of the roadwav.
Had thev
Ambassador Creel, who has been here county assessor, William J. Bryan WOMAN OF 1,500 LOSES LIMB fallen on the opposite side they would
on what promised to he a lone leave stands eighth in the list of Lincoln
have gone down a steep embankment
of absence, has been instructed to county's wealthy men. Mr. Bryan's
St. Louis, Mo., June 27. A woman more than fifty feet.
return to Washington without delay. possessions, as that same official has 1,500 years old is so much of a curiIt is the belief of the Mexican gov estimated them in the list filed to- osity that the police of the Deer TROOPS INSULTEL BY SHAH
ernment that the revolutionary move- day in the court house, total the street station have been appealed to
ment now in progress was fomented modest sum of $84,000. This total is for her protection. The woman has
Berlin, June 27. A dispatch to the
hv a band of agitators who have long made up of the following items:
been occupying a corner in a coal Lokal Anzeiger from Teheran says
acres shed in the rear of the residence of the shall surrounded the British le
One hundred and thirty-liv- e
made their headquarters in the United
States. On this ground, it is believed, of farm land (50 acres, worth $8,000 her guardian, Elbert Bollyn, at 4467 gation with Cossacks in order
to
Ambassador Creel will appeal to the in the name of Mrs. Bryan), 20,125 Evans avenue.
He complains that orce the surrender of a member of
Douse at Fairview, $21,000.
United States authorities to assist in
some one has stolen one of her legs a l orsian parliament lrom labnz,
Improvements, barns, etc., $2,325.
apprehending some of the revolutionTherefore Bollyn has removed the whom the shah was very desirous of
The Commoner, $20,250.
ists, particularly those who are conossified woman, a relic of the fossil seizing and who took retuge
the
Personal property, $12,800.
cerned mi the attack at Las Vacas.
foersts of southern Wyoming to his legation. The Cossacks, by order of
The latter item is made up of the basement.
The request will be made also that
he shah, stopped everyone who left
following, as returned by their owner:
if any of the ringleaders in the moveThe petrified woman has been in the premises.
The legation nrotest- Household goods, $3,500.
ment are captured in the United
Bollyn's care for several years and
against this proceeding as an un
Jewelry, $400.
States they are to be tried in the
has been exhibited
at amusement heard-o- f
insult, and demanded tha
Twenty-on- e
head of cattle, $1,250 parks, lie was preparing for a sum- the
courts of that country on charges of
be withdrawn by 6
Cossacks
Dogs, $40.
violating the neutrality laws.
mer tour when the theft of the leg o cluck
the evening.
Cash on hand ApriJ I, $2,100.
interrupted his plans.
San Antonio, Tex., June 29. Gen,
Piano, $500.
I he police are searching for the
Teheran, June 27. The sikiatiot
Pictures and engravings, $1,000.
Jose Villar, commander of the miliwoman's missing pedal extremity.
here is steadily improving.
The ba
Agricultural tools, $150.
tary zone for Northern Mexico, is at
1 roops
zars are reopening.
are
Four horses, $800.
the head of a large body of troops
PITCHER DIED PENNILESS
camped upon the streets and the pop
Notes, $1,000.
marching overland to Las Vacas. His
Newark, N. J., June 27. Relatives ulation is orderly and quiet.
Firearms, $150.
force had a sharp battle with revoe
of Virgil Garvin, the
famous
Several foreigners were
wounded?
Diamonds, $300.
Many were
yesterday.
lutionists
pitcher,
learned yesterday of that during the disorders and the shah ha
Six vchiccles, $600.
killed on both sides. The revolutionplayer's death, which occurred on promised the British and Russian
In Nebraska the law is that every- Monday at the home of his parents in diplomatic representatives that the).
ists retreated and are said to be movthing shall be assessed at its cash Texas. Tuberculosis, the culmination will be reimbursed for all damages.
ing toward Torreón.
Several bands of revolutionists arc value, but as a rule the valuation of several years of dissipation, was
The latest news from Tabriz indi
operating in that section. They have made represents about three-fourt- h
the cause of his demise.
cates that a removal of the fighting
torn up the track of the Mexican In- of the true value. If this rule holds
Garvin's last big league perform there is imminent.
The revolution
in the case of Mr. Bryan, his anees were with Brooklyn and the ists are short of ammunition and the
ternational Railroad company and
and
real
have the wires cut between Torreón possessions in Nebraska,
ew York Americans in 1904. With supporters of the shall are pressing
personal, are worth actually slightly the former team he got into trouble their advantage.
and Jarral.
It is reported that a force of sev- in excess of $100,000.
in St. Louis and was released.
Clark
eral hundred insurgents are in the
This takes into account only his Griffith also gave him a trial, but his
SEIZE TOWN; FIFTY SLAIN
vicinity
of Matamoras, a town of property in the county. It is under- erratic habits resulted disastrously
5,000 people, and that an attack upon stood he has valuable holdings in for Garvin, and he was let out. Dur
EI Paso, Tex., June 27. In an enthe place is to be made.
Texas and elsewhere.
ing the last three seasons Garvin play counter between
revolutionists and
Hanks and business houses of Tor
ed ball on the Pacific coast.
troops of the Mexican government at
reón and all towns of this section
During his career he played with the town of Los Vacas, in Coahuila,
keep armed guards on duty day and
the Chicago Nationals and Americans Mexico, near the border across from
night to resist any attacks that might
Newark and Milwaukee.
Del Rio, Texas, early this morning,
be made by revolutionary bands for
His wife, who remained loyal to between forty and fifty were killed
the purpose of robbery.
him during his checkered career is and the commandant of the Mexican
Federal troops are passing through
left penniless, and a subscription fund troops wa9 badly injuerd, according
here by the trainload. They are on
is being arranged for her benefit.
to advices received here tonight. Uptheir way to points in the vicinity
ward of 5,000 shots were exchanged.
of Ciudad Porfirio Diaz, where the Trinidad, Colo., (Special) June 27
The story of the battle, according
MAN
OLD
TAKES
Struck by street car No. 5, at the
situation is said to be worse thann
to these advices from Del Rio, is as
A CHILD FOR WIFE follows:
junction of Pine and Nevada streets,
around Torreón.
Reading,
Pa., June 29. Having
Dealers in firearms and ammunition at 2:45 yesterday afternoon, II. D.
The quarters of the Mexican offi
in Del Rio, Eagle Fass and other Clark, an aged and highly respected married, while young, Agnes Faust cers and barracks were fired by
tha
towns on the Texas side of the Rio resident of this city, sustained inju by whom he had ten children, all attacking band, and the assault cen
Grande border have sold out thcit ries that caused his death in less than still alive Jacob Klink, was divorced tered upon the federal custom house,
entire stocks in the last few days (o an hour. He died at the San Raphael and, upon reaching the age of 57 where forty troops were finally as
Mexicans from across the river. They hospital, where he was taken imme- created a sensation in Wilmington sembled.
are supposed to belong to the revo- diately after the accident from a con where he lived, by marrying Daisy
In the disorder following the initial
lutionary army that is creating suck cussion ot the brain and the shock. Belles, a school girl of 15. Daisy di- attack upon the barracks and the diswidespread alarm along this part of The extreme age and feeble condi- vorced him five years ago for cruel covery that the quarters of the solthe frontier. At Eagle Pass more tion of Mr. Clark hastened his death, conduct, and today, at 62, he again diers were burning, the revolutionthan 800 guns were sold in the last the news of which is a great shock set Wilmington by the ears by mar- ists captured sixty horses belonging
to the members of the family and a rying Emma Lutz, 14 years old, to the Mexican cavalry.
two days.
Governor Campbell will order two large circle of friends. His aged daughter of Charles C. Lutz, with the
At the custom house the troops
Las Vacas, stated that in the clash wife is in a serious condition because consent of her parents. Klink's fam- made a" determined stand and the
between the two forces fifteen insur- of the shock received by the news ily, greatly incensed, strenuously tried fighting lasted all morning without
rectos and nine Mexican
soldiers of the fatal accident.
to avert the marriage. The bride is an intermission.
killed.
sixty were Mr. Clark had just started to cross pretty. She locked herself in an upAbout
were
The revolutionists cut all telephone
Pine street as the car came down stairs room when a World corres- and telegraph wires leading to Log
wounded.
Motorman Ed. Risley pondent called at the house today Vacas and thus prevented the beThe attack on Las Vacas was led the hill.
by General Lbngoroa, Captain Can-al- thought he wanted to board the car Klink, a civil war veteran, said:
sieged town from sending for
and Capt. Encarnation Diaz. The and slowed down. When it came
"Emma is my wife and I am proud

Government Forces Have Situation Well in
Hand, Although The Situation is Still Serious
Asked For Aid
Uncle Sam May

Hot and Cold Baths.
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Wagons

Farming

Buggies
Implements

We Sell the Famous
McOormick Harvesters, Rakes,
Mowers and Binders
Moline Plows and Implements
Peter Schuttler wagons
General Blacksmithing
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LAND MEN

SPIESS SEEKS

WASONS

SANTA FE TRAIN

NOMINATION

INITIATE

VIEW SITE
HON. CHAS. A. SPIESS ENTERS
CONGRESSIONAL
RACE
AGAINST LOCAL

Visit Eagle Nest Site of
Big Irrigation Dam-Gre- atly

Impressed
Another party of big dealers in
southwestern land have been visiting
Cimarron looking' into the enormous
irrigation scheme which contemplates
placing many thousands of the acres
of the rich Cimarron Valley lands under water, and the members state that
they are vastly impressed with the
whole project. Mr. V. L. Barclay of
the Western Land Co.. of St. Paul,
Minn., and Mr. Kicffcr of the Kieffer
Land Co., of Mishawaka, Ind., both

representatives of big land companies, arrived in Cimarron ifron: Springer late last Friday evening, and Saturday morning drove up to the head
of the Cimarron Canon where it opens out in to the Mareno Valley, and
viewed the site of the proposed dam.
represent
These two gentlemen
enormous interests, and were in Cim
arron looking into the project with a
view of investment. When seen by a
representative of the Citizen, Mr.
Barclay said: "Whether we will take
either in
hold "f the proposition
whole or in part depends on so many
contingencies at the present time, that
1 do
not wish to say anything about
But I will
that part of our visit.
gladly say, however, that I have seen
large numbers of the irrigation projects and schemes throughout the
xottthwest. and I can assert without
that this is one of the
iargest, if not the largest, and one of
the best projects in every way that I
have seen. For a project of this magnitude, which will irrigate much more
than one hundred thousand acres of
land, the cost of construction is ridiculously small, and from my investigations here, do not believe that your
rich fertile land in this locality requires as much water to raise crops
as is the case in many parts of the
southwest. With a normal rain fall
of over twenty inches, I believe that
this project will furnish water to irri-

gate much more land than is figured
on. Viewing it from all stand points
of climate, rain fall, fertility of th
land, cheapness of construction, etc.,
think that this project is the best
! have ever seen, and I firmly believe
that this section of the country will
be the next portion to be developed,
predict a great inrush of farmers as
si .on as the project, and others of a
like nature, are put on their feet, and
1 can see the Cimarron
Valley, as you
call it, one of the garden spots of the
whole southwest. Because of these
reasons, I expect to sec your fine little town a prosperous and thriving
city of large size within a few years."
Con.ing as this does from a man
who has made land and land development his business for years, the belief in the future of this section of the
country, as above expressed, is most
pleasing to all of us who have cast
in our lots with Cimarron.
1

,

IS CALEB POWERS TO
WED WIDOW WHO AIDED
HIM DURING HIS TRIALS?

York. Pa.. June ,10. Caleb Powers,
the young Kentuckian whose life was
three times placed in jeopardy, is still
lie came here about one
in York.
week ago and took up quarters at the
Colonial hotel, where he is still staying. When he came he was quietly
shown to a "room without registering,
and his identity was not known until
by accident it was discovered that he
was in the city.
1 is visit here
created a ripple and
sever:.! newspapers were soon on Ids
trail. They called at the Colonial hotel only to find him absent from his
He was later discovered at
room.
the home of Mrs. Horace Bonharr.
i?i Market street. He courteously
welcomed the members of the press
and talked freely of his visit to the
city and of his physical condition and
something of his future plan.
visit has
Mr. Powers' prolonged
given rise to considcarble speculation,
and people have been glibly talking
of a closer union between the Blue
("ras state and this old colonial town.
There is so much being said that
Miss Flcanor Bonham, with whom
the young Kentuckian's name has
been associated, has found it neces-

WRECKS

COW

MAN.

Finally yielding to the often ex
pressed wishes and urgent demands
of hundreds of his personal and political friends, Hon. Chas. A. Spiess
of Las Vegas has at last announced
himself as a' candidate for the nomination as delegate to congress on the
Republican ticket subject to the will
of the Republican territorial convention to be held at Santa Fe.
The only other candidate for this
important office as yet in the field
is W. 11. Andrews,
who has been
conducting, through the Santa Fe
N'Cw Mexican, a most strenuous campaign fur renomination. There is
no little apprehension among the Republicans of the territory
lest a
strong, capable man should not come
into the field against Andrews. Believing, as many hunlreds of voters
do, that Andrews is not the man for
the place and that the . Republican
party as a whole would not support
him in case lie did receive the nom
ination, the announcement that Mr.
Spiess, who is just such a man, is
now in the race for the congressional
nomination comes with great "joy. In
Hon. Chas. A. Spiess is to be found
a man who is not only entirely competent in every way to handle the
many perplexing questions which
may arise, but a man whose is large
enough, broad enough to completely
fill the office.
Added to his many
other qualifications in Mr. Spiess
find great energy and push, together
with sterling honesty, sound princiHe is the
ples and cool judgment
only man in the territory who could
receive the unquallificd endorsement
of all factions, and on no other man
coiiM the Republicans of the territory

'

Holds

1

unequalled competency and ability
to fill the office in case he is elected.
The Citizen hereby pledges to Mr.
Spiess its unqualified support.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
O DEMENTED MAN FOUND
O
llotclikiss. June .30.1 P. H.
O Stevens of this city, secretary of
O the Western Slope convention of
O Knights of Pythias, and promi- O nent in business
and socially,
O whose mysterious disappearance
O created a sensation recently, has

been located at Nevada City,
Cal. He is in a demented con- dition and has no recollection of
his actions for the past few
week
Relatives here have been no- tilied and the unfortunate man
will be brought back to Colo- -

O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

O
O

O
O

D.

Initiation.--1- 0

Admitted.

,

Last FYiday evening the local lodge
of Masons, known as the Cimarron
Lodge IT. 1)., held initiatory ceremonies at its halls in the Matkin building
The new lodge started life with a fine
representation, and before the organization was completed had twenty-twapplications for admission. Last
Friday evening, under the direction
of Mr. C. D. Boucher, of Las Vegas,
District Deputy Grand Master, ten applicants were admitted to the first
steps of the mysteries of the Masonic
organization.
Mr. Boucher
congratulated the
members on the general excellence of
their work in the lodge and expressed
himself as much pleased with the progress that has already been made,
predicting a fine future for the lodge.
Among those who are member of
other lodges, and who were visitors
at the initiation, were J. C. Bell, of
Columbus Junction, Towa, and T. I.
Roberson of Stillwater Okla.

o

REV. SHIELDS

'

GAVE ADDRESS

w-- e

meet as a whole.
An eloquent speaker of commanding appearance and resonant voice
Mr. Spiess holds attention whenever
he essays to speak.
Of great per
sonai magnetism, courteous, affable,
warnhearted and always friendly
Mr. Spiess makes a delightful man to
meet, ami having met him, one
not likely to forget him.
Mr. Spiess has been prominently
identified with the Republican party
of the territory for many years, and
his influence has always been for the
good at all times, and in all things.
He lias served his party faithfully:
honestly and with great ability. He
was chosen chairman of the last Re
publican territorial
convention and
has served in the territorial legislature with marked ability; but he has
never before asked high office from
his party in reward of his faithful ser
vice and allegiance.
He richly deserves the high honor to which he
wishes to attain, not only because of
his past record, but because of his

Trinidad, Colo., June 30. Runnearly twenty hours late
on account of - having been tied up
behind the wreck of California Limited No. 3, near Winslow, Ariz., early
yesterday, Santa Fe passenger No. 2
went into the ditch as the result of
ning

Cimarron Lodge U.

RECTOR OF EPISCOPAL
CHURCH AT DAWSON HELD
SERVICES
IN CIMARRON LAST WEDNES
DAY EVENING.

Rev. Shields, the Rector of the
Episcopal Church at Dawson, came
0 Cimarron last Wednesday and held
services in the Methodist Episcopal
Church here that same evening, quite

f,ir

milr--

til

otlicr side of Tyrone, a small station
some 35 miles east of here, about
3.30 yesterday afternoon, the engine
turning over on one side of the track
and the tender on the other side.
The front of the baggage, car was
smashed and was the only car to
leave the rails.
The engine was
turned half around, facing the rear
of the train.
Engineer George Bourne, of Raton,
jumped when his engine turned over,
and received a badly sprained knee,
besides being otherwise bruised, but
his injuries are not considered dan
gerous.
The fireman ran back on the tender and jumped when it turned over
and escaped injury. J. lie train was
running at. a high rate of speed and
had it not been for the coolness and
presence of rr.ind of the engineer a
disastrous wreck with possibly a
number of killed would have result
ed. As it was, the passengers were
badly shaken up and thrown over the
seats, but all escaped with a few
minor bruises.
Engineer Bourne stayed at his
post and applied the emergency
brakes before his engine broke the
coupling, and did not jump until he
felt his engine turning over. All the
passengers were loud in their praise
of the heroism and bravery of the
engineer.
Passenger train No. 8 was running
behind No. 2 and both trains with
their passengers were brought back
here. A wrecking crew was sent. out
from here, but the track will prob
ably not be open for traffic before
early this morning as the track was
badly torn up.
The wrecked train consisted of ten
cars all told and was heavily loaded
with passengers, many of them from
Los Angeles, where they left Sat
urday.
They are peculiarly unfortunate.
The wreck of No. 2 was rather a
peculiar one. Instead of the cow being thrown from the rails it caught
in the pilot and rolled under the engine.
It was remarkable that the
wreck was no worse.
Mrs. Bourne, wife of the injured
engineer, is a sister of Mrs. J. B.
Manby of this city. Mr. Bourne is
not injured so badly that he will
have to go to a hospital, and will be
taken to his home at Raton.

his block, he objects to certain forms
of premature Fourth of July celebrations.
.
Principal among' these is throwing
cannon crackers on his bed and per-

,

LOST PART OF
BRAIN, BUT LIVED
O
THREE MONTHS
O
New York, June 30. After living
O
O rado for treatment.
for nearly three months with four
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO ounces
of his brain removed, Joseph
Ritz. a tailor of Brooklyn, is dead.
He was taken to St. Mary's hospital,
where doctors took out about four
ounces of brain matter. For a time
it was believed that Ritz would recover. Recently, however, there was
a change, and he
gradually grew

NO JURY IN

ADAMS CASE

weaker.

Ritz, after the operation, learned to
Grand Junction, June 30. Six. of play chess, a game he was never able
the fifteen
peremptory challenges to master, before he shot himself.
were used by the defense today in
the work of securing a jury in the OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
LYNN TO HANG
O
case of Steve Adams, charged with O
Pueblo, June 30. Jin; Lynn, O
the murder of Arthur Collins, and O
five were used by the prosecution. O the negro who murdered Mrs. O
men remain of the O Sarah James on May 13 and O
But twenty-seve- n
first panel of veniremen, and it is O who narrowly escaped lynching, O
almost a certainty that another panel O was today sentenced to be O
O hanged during the week ending O
will have to be drawn.
Attorney Hilton, for the defense O October 10. Lynn received the O
today created something of a sensa- O sentence without a show of emo- - O
tion by taking exception with Judge O tion. He made no remark con- - O
Shacklcford, when the latter contin- O cerning the action of the court, O
sary to deny the persistent rumors ued to question veniremen after they O and there was nothing in his ex- - O
that have been in circulation for a had stated they were familiar with O prcssion or action to indicate O
O
O fear or bravado.
long time, especially so since Mr. the facts of the case and were
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Powers came to the city.

location in the city;
call on

REMLEY

E.

GEO.

Cimarron; best

In- -

weather bureau promise relief today.
The dead:

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

MARTIN BUKOVC
NEW MEXICO

CIMARRON,

WE Y

ilBYNATT

7. SL0GUL1

F.

Painter

and Paperhanger

JEVLER

Sip
FINE WATCH, CLOCK

Painting; a Specialty

Shop Located in Cox's
Pool HaH
To the Rear

AMD

JEWLERY REPAIRING

4

Work

Guaranteed

ST. LOUIS, ROCKY

and

MOUNTAIN

PACIFIC CO.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

Effect June 15th, 1908

In

Post Office
NEW MEXICO

a.m.
p. m.
u; m.
4:15 p.m.
4:45 p. in.
)5:50 p.m.
5:32 p.m.
7;0tip.m,
7:45 p.m.
10:00

lv.

De Moines N. M arr.
arr. f Katou, N. M. llv.

11:45
3:30

lv.

t

j

arr.

5:30 p.m.
p. m

2:30
12:25

p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m
arr. 7:50 a.m.
7:03 a.m.

Preston,
l?ll:40
Koehler. '
11:05
Colfax
110:15
(
arr. Cimarron, . N.M. Uv. 9:23
.1

Ute Park

Connects with E. P &
S. W. Ry. train No I24,arriv- Ing in Dawson, N. M., 6:15

HARDWARE

p. m.
) Connects with E. P.

Cutlery, Ammunition, Tinware.
Graniteware, Majestic Ranger,
Sanitary Plumbing & Heating,

TIN

shed, The Grand
Hotel and Saloon,

New York, June 30. Seven dead
is the record of the torrid wave that
for twenty-fou- r
hours has made all
'New York suffer.
Officials of the

O

O

Completely furni-

;

Mrs. A. fi. Carey

GENERAL

1908.

FOR SALE OR RENT

mitting them to explode. He has a
reason for his opposition to such fun.
During the afternoon, when Mr.
Braston' was 'absent, a practical joker
saw the window raised and decided
to play a Fourth of July trick. He
lighted a large cannon cracker and
threw it onto the' bed in the room.;
After the fire department got
through with the house the bed had
Mr.
U WintllCd
llltO .1 bit of ashes.
Braston' remarks on the "joke" are
''. ,
said to have been heated.

large crowd being in attendance.
All
Rev. Shields is well known here in
Cimarron, having been quite prominent in the institution of the Cimarron Lodge of Masons a few weeks
ago. and having
been through this
country when a little boy with his
father years ago.
.The address of last Wednesday
evening was on the subect of Jiving
a better life, and was
most interesting and eloquent throughout.
The
speaker carried his audience with him
FIRECRACKER JOKE
with almost breathless interest.
CAUSES MAN TO
Shop in
SLEEP UPON FLOOR
PIANIST BLOWS
OFF HIS HANDS
Chicago,
June 30. While Louis CIMARRON,
WITH GIANT CRACKER Braston,
5049 Princeton avenue, is as
Xew York, June 30 Charles Clevepatriotic a man as can be found in
land, to years old, and a pianist of
considerable ability, who had planned
to make his living as a musician, lost
both hands at the Ridgewood Golf
club links, Ridgewood, N. J., last
night.
In a preliminary celebration of the
Fourth, Cleveland lighted a cannon
firecracker, which failed to go off.
He picked it up, thinking the fuse
:Mm. ARKELL, Manager:
iiad gone out, and it exploded.
His
left hand was torn away, while his
right hand was so shattered that only
the last two fingers remained. Cleve
land was removed to the general hospital in Paterson for treatment.
a
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CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO.

CIMARRON CITIZEN,

Ry. train No. 123,

W.

&

8.

leav-In- g

Dawson, N. M., 9:55.
Stage for Van Houten,

S H O P

meets trains' at

N.M.,

N. M.

Ptes-to- n,

'

S. passenger trains
arrive and depart from Des
C. &

112

N.

Second St. Raton.

N. M.

Moines
,.

Norman

W

kins

FIRE INSURANCE
CIMARRON,

NEW MEMICO

I

,

,

NORTH BOUND
No. i, 6:o8 a. m.
No. 7, 8:05 pvnu

.

r.-

I

as follows:

-

SOUTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:37 a. m.
No. 2, 8:05 p. m.

,

Cimarron, N. M. i,s depot for the
following points .'in New Mexico:
BJackLakesOcateV Rayado. Aurora
and Red Lakes.
I'te Park, N. M., is depot for
following points in New Mexico:
Arroyo Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy;
Black Lakes, Cerro, Etfzabethtown,
Lobo, Questa, Ranches de Taos
Red Riiver City, Taos and Twining
W. A. GORMAN,
Gen. Pass. Agt., Raton, Ñ. M.

